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Abstract
In this paper we continue the study of good re-embeddings of affine K-algebras 
started in Kreuzer et al. (J Algebra Appl, 2021. https:// doi. org/ 10. 1142/ S0219 49882 
25018 82). The idea is to use special linear projections to find isomorphisms between 
a given affine K-algebra K[X]/I, where X = (x1,… , x

n
) , and K-algebras having fewer 

generators. These projections are induced by particular tuples of indeterminates Z 
and by term orderings � which realize Z as leading terms of a tuple F of polynomi-
als in I. In order to efficiently find such tuples, we provide two major new tools: an 
algorithm which reduces the check whether a given tuple  F is Z-separating to an 
LP feasibility problem, and an isomorphism between the part of the Gröbner fan 
of I consisting of marked reduced Gröbner bases which contain a Z-separating tuple 
and the Gröbner fan of I ∩ K[X ⧵ Z] . We also indicate a possible generalization to 
tuples Z which consist of terms. All results are illustrated by explicit examples.
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1 Introduction

This paper is a natural continuation of [5]. The topic treated here and there is the 
search for good re-embeddings of affine algebras over a field K, or equivalently, 
of affine schemes. What do we mean by that? It is a classical research topic in 
algebraic geometry to find embeddings of a given scheme into low-dimensional 
spaces. For affine varieties, the main result of [11] has been generalized in sev-
eral directions (see for instance [10] and [9], Sect.  10.2). Here we follow a more 
computational approach which tries to avoid the frequently costly calculation of 
Gröbner bases as much as possible.

Let K be a field and  I an ideal in a polynomial ring P = K[x1,… , xn] . We 
are looking for a polynomial ring P� = K[y1,… , ym] and an ideal  I′ in P′ such 
that m < n and such that there is a K-algebra isomorphism P∕I ≅ P�∕I� . In other 
words, we are looking for a smaller number of K-algebra generators of P/I. In 
general, this problem is very hard, but there are chances to get good solutions 
using the following type of linear projections.

Assume that I ⊆ ⟨x1,… , xn⟩ . Let Z = (z1,… , zs) be a set of distinct indeter-
minates in X = (x1,… , xn) , and suppose that there exist a term ordering � and 
polynomials f1,… , fs ∈ I with LT

�
(fi) = zi for i = 1,… , s and such that this is the 

only appearance of zi in a term of one of the polynomials f1,… , fs . Then we say 
that I is Z-separating and � is a Z-separating term ordering for I. In this setting, 
the reduced �-Gröbner basis of  I allows us to define a K-algebra isomorphism 
P∕I ≅ ̂P∕(I ∩ ̂P) , where ̂P = K[X ⧵ Z] , called a Z-separating re-embedding of  I. 
Notice that the search for such f1,… , fs ∈ I is in general non-trivial. In particu-
lar, they can be hidden and far away from a given set of generators of I (see for 
instance [2] and [5], Example 3.7).

As explained in [5], the discovery of Z-separating re-embeddings for non-triv-
ial ideals I relies on the study of the Gröbner fan GFan(I) which was introduced 
first in [8]. As mentioned above, it may not be possible to use a Z-separating re-
embedding to get an optimal re-embedding P∕I ≅ P�∕I� in the sense that dim(P�) 
is the embedding dimension of P/I, i.e., the smallest possible number. Moreover, 
the usage of Gröbner fans has the added disadvantage that their computation is 
prohibitively expensive in all but the smallest examples.

This brings us to the main topic of this paper, namely the task to improve the 
search for Z-separating re-embeddings and to use a smaller portion of the Gröb-
ner fan which is easier to compute. To achieve this goal, we take a markedly dif-
ferent point of view than in [5]. Here we concentrate not on specific Z-separating 
tuples, but on finding suitable tuples Z and the corresponding Z-separating tuples 
for a given ideal I. As a consequence, we have to study the intimate relationships 
between the given ideal I, possible tuples Z, and possible Z-separating tuples of 
polynomials F = (f1,… , fs) with fi ∈ I very carefully, and in fact the entire Sect. 2 
is devoted to this clarification task. In particular, Proposition  2.2 explains the 
relationship between Z-separating tuples and elimination orderings for Z.

Another novelty relates to the search for suitable Z-separating tuples. Suppose 
we have a reasonable candidate for Z = (z1,… , zs) and for a Z-separating tuple 
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F = (f1,… , fs) of polynomials in I. How can we check if F is indeed a Z-separat-
ing tuple for I? Recall that this means that we need to find a term ordering � such 
that LT

�
(fi) = zi for i = 1,… , s . In Sect. 3 we show how to convert this problem to 

a Linear Programming (LP) feasibility problem (see Proposition 3.3). The usage 
of LP solvers for this task is explained in detail in Corollary 3.5. Several exam-
ples illustrate the efficiency and power of this approach.

In Sect. 4, we characterize Z-separating term orderings for  I by the shape of 
their reduced Gröbner basis (see Proposition 4.2). This Gröbner basis allows us 
then to construct the desired re-embeddings of I which we called Z-separating re-
embeddings in [5]. Altogether, we arrive at an efficient strategy for finding good 
re-embeddings of I which does not require the (possibly expensive) pre-calcula-
tion of a reduced Gröbner basis of I: 

(1) Find a (large) tuple of indeterminates Z = (z1,… , zs) and a tuple of polynomials 
F = (f1,… , fs) such that fi is zi-separating for i = 1,… , s.

(2) Using an LP solver, verify that F is Z-separating and obtain a Z-separating term 
ordering for I.

(3) With the help of some inexpensive interreduction steps, create polynomials 
z1 − h1,… , zs − hs in I with hi ∈ ̂P = K[X ⧵ Z].

(4) Using the polynomials h1,… , hs , define the Z-separating re-embedding 
ΦZ ∶ P∕I ⟶ ̂P∕(I ∩ ̂P) of I.

The viability and efficiency of this strategy is then demonstrated using some con-
crete examples.

The theoretical main result of this paper is contained in Sect.  5. Recall that 
the Gröbner fan GFan(I) of I consists of all marked reduced Gröbner bases of I. 
In non-trivial cases, it tends to be huge and very demanding to compute. In Defi-
nition 5.1 we introduce the notion of the Z-restricted Gröbner fan of  I, denoted 
by GFanZ(I) , which is the set of all marked reduced Gröbner bases containing a 
Z-separating tuple of polynomials. Then, in Theorem 5.5, we prove that there is a 
bijective map ΓZ ∶ GFanZ(I) ⟶ GFan(I ∩ ̂P) . Since ̂P = K[X ⧵ Z] may have con-
siderably fewer indeterminates than P, this turns out to be a nice tool which can 
simplify the search for a good, and possibly optimal, re-embedding of  I. Some 
examples illustrate this phenomenon.

Section 6 provides several heuristics and approaches for actually finding good 
re-embeddings of  I, and it explains how to overcome some difficulties that may 
arise. In particular, Example  6.5 deals with the problem that the hypothesis  
I ⊆ ⟨x1,… , xn⟩ , which we were using throughout the paper, may not be satis-
fied. Therefore we may need to perform a linear change of coordinates such that 
the origin is contained in Z(I) . Which point should we move to the origin? By 
[5], Theorem 4.1, the dimension of the cotangent space at the origin is a lower 
bound for the embedding dimension of P/I. Therefore we should move the worst 
singularity of P/I to the origin. Since there is a unique K-rational singular point 
in this example, we know what we have to do, but the general situation may be 
more challenging. On the positive side, at the end of this section we also provide 
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a criterion which allows us to show that some re-embeddings are actually isomor-
phisms between the given scheme and an affine space (see Proposition 6.7).

Finally, in Sect. 7 we generalize the approach from using Z-separating tuples of 
polynomials to T-separating tuples, where T = (t1,… , ts) denotes a tuple of terms 
that we try to realize as leading terms of polynomials in  I. To adapt the defini-
tions to this more general setting, we let Z be the tuple of indeterminates dividing 
one of the terms in T and Y = X ⧵ Z . Using a suitable definition of a T-separating 
Gröbner fan GFanT (I) , we show that there is a free module  M over  K[Y] such 
that the elements of GFanT (I) are related to K[Y]-module Gröbner bases of I ∩M 
and such that a T-separating module re-embedding P∕I ≅ M∕(I ∩M) of I results. 
However, we were not able to find an analogue of Theorem 5.5 in this setting and 
leave this task for future research.

True to our preferred style, we have sprinkled this paper generously with many 
illustrative examples. The calculations underlying these examples were performed 
using the computer algebra system CoCoA (see [1]) and with the help of the several 
CoCoA-packages written by the second and third authors. For the notation and defi-
nitions used throughout the paper, we follow [6] and [7].

2  Z‑Separating polynomials, tuples, and ideals

In this section we use the notation introduced in [5] with some appropriate 
changes and extensions. Specifically, we let K be a field, let P = K[x1,… , xn] , 
and let � = ⟨x1,… , xn⟩ . The tuple formed by the indeterminates of P is denoted 
by X = (x1,… , xn) . Furthermore, we let 1 ≤ s ≤ n , let z1,… , zs be pairwise dis-
tinct indeterminates in X, and let Z = (z1,… , zs) . The remaining indeterminates are 
denoted by {y1,… , yn−s} = {x1,… , xn} ⧵ {z1,… , zs} , and we let Y = (y1,… , yn−s) . 
Finally, given a term ordering � on  P, its restriction to K[Y] = K[y1,… , yn−s] is 
denoted by �Y.

The following definition extends [5], Definitions 2.1 and 2.5.

Definition 2.1 In the above setting, let f1,… , fs ∈ 𝔐⧵ {0} , let F = (f1,… , fs) , and 
let IF = ⟨f1,… , fs⟩ be the ideal generated by {f1,… , fs} . 

(a) Given i ∈ {1,… , s} , we say that the polynomial  fi is zi-separating if zi ∈ Supp(fi) 
and zi does not divide any other term in Supp(fi).

(b) The tuple F is called Z-separating if there exists a term ordering � such that 
LT

�
(fi) = zi for i = 1,… , s . In this case � is called a Z-separating term ordering 

for F.
(c) The tuple F is called coherently Z-separating if it is Z-separating, i.e., there exists 

a term ordering � such that LT
�
(fi) = zi for i = 1,… , s , and if, additionally, the 

reduced �-Gröbner basis of  IF is { 1

c1
f1,… ,

1

cs
fs} , where ci = LC

�
(fi) for 

i = 1,… , s.
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Proof To prove (a), it suffices to note that the complement of the monoideal gener-
ates by {t1,… , ts} in � (Z) is an order ideal, i.e., for u ∈ OT and v ∈ � (Z) such that 
v ∣ u we have v ∉ ⟨t1,… , ts⟩ and hence v ∈ OT.

To show  (b), we first note that  �M is clearly a K[Y]-module term ordering 
on  M. Since the polynomials gs+1,… , gr are fully reduced against the polynomi-
als t1 − h1,… , ts − hs , no term in their supports is divisible by a term in T. Hence 
they are contained in I ∩M . It remains to show that their leading terms generate the 
leading term module of I ∩M . For f ∈ I ∩M , we have NFG(f ) = 0 . However, since 
the support of  f is contained in M, only gs+1,… , gr can be involved in the reduc-
tion steps f

G
⟶ 0 . We may assume that in each reduction step a polynomial of the 

form ugi ∈ M with u ∈ � n and i ∈ {s + 1,… , r} is subtracted. We write u = u� u�� 
with u� ∈ � (Z) and u�� ∈ � (Y) . Then the reduction step subtracts a K[Y]-multiple of 
u�gi ∈ M . Hence f can be reduced to zero in the K[Y]-module I ∩M via the elements 
of H, and the claim is proved.

Finally, we note that the map NFF in part (c) is well-defined, because OT ⋅ � (Y) 
are the terms in the complement of the monoideal generated by t1,… , ts . The map 
NFF is K[Y]-linear, as the indeterminates in Y do not divide any term in T. Letting 
� ∶ M ⟶ M∕(I ∩M) be the canonical surjection, it is clear that the composed map 
�◦NFF ∶ P ⟶ M ⟶ M∕(I ∩M) is surjective. Hence it suffices to show that the 
kernel of �◦NFF is I. This follows from the fact that a polynomial f ∈ P satisfies 
NFF(f ) ∈ I if and only if f reduces to zero via gs+1,… , gr , and this is equivalent to 
f ∈ I ∩M .   ◻

Notice that the K[Y]-module M is not necessarily finitely generated. To get a 
full analogue to Theorem 5.5 in the T-separating case, one would have to develop 
a theory of Gröbner fans for modules and then examine which Gröbner bases 
of I ∩M result from the restriction given in part (b) of the proposition. We leave 
this task to the interested readers and end this paper by applying the proposition 
to an easy example and to the setting of Example 7.3b.

Example 7.5 Let P = ℚ[x, y] , let T = (x3) , and let G = {g1, g2} , where g1 = x3 − x 
and g2 = xy . Let us look at the various statements of the proposition. 

(a) We have X = (x, y) and Z = (x) and Y = (y) . The order ideal OT ⊆ � (Z) is given 
by OT = {1, x, x2}.

(b) The module M is the free ℚ[y]-module M = ℚ[y]⊕ xℚ[y]⊕ x2 ℚ[y] . The set 
H = {g2, xg2} = {xy, x2y} is a �M-Gröbner basis of the ℚ[y]-module I ∩M , and 
hence I ∩M = ℚ[y] ⋅ xy⊕ℚ[y] ⋅ x2y.

(c) The T-separating module re-embedding of I is given by the ℚ[y]-isomorphism 
P∕I ≅ (ℚ[y]⊕ xℚ[y]⊕ x2 ℚ[y])∕(ℚ[y] ⋅ xy⊕ℚ[y] ⋅ x2y).

Example 7.6 Let P = ℚ[x, y, z,w] , let T = (x, yz) , and let 
G = {g1, g2, g3} , where g1 = x − y2 − w + y , g2 = w2 + w − y , and 
g3 = yz + y4 + 3y2w − 2y3 − 3yw + y2 − 2w + 2y . Here the term ordering  � 
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satisfies LT
�
(g1) = x , LT

�
(g2) = w2 , and LT

�
(g3) = yz . Thus we have Z = (x, y, z) 

and Y = (w) . Let us look at the various statements of the proposition. 

(a) The order ideal OT is given by OT = {1, y, z, y2, z2, …}.
(b) The module M is the free ℚ[w]-module 

 The set H = {g2, yg2, y
2g2,…} is a �M-Gröbner basis of the ℚ[w]-module 

I ∩M , and hence I ∩M = ℚ[y,w] ⋅ g2.
(c) The T-separating module re-embedding of I is given by the ℚ[w]-isomorphism 

P∕I ≅ M∕ℚ[y,w] ⋅ g2 ≅ ℚ[y,w]∕⟨g2⟩⊕⨁
i≥1 ℚ[w] zi.
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